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The present paper highlights first results of a series of research
–
projects that aim, among other things, at a critical edition the Carakasam
. hita
–
–
Vimanasthana on the basis of more than fifty paper manuscripts from the
northern part of South Asia. In taking a special focus on the application
of the so-called “stemmatical method” to this large textual tradition, the
paper illustrates how a well established hypothesis concerning the textual
–
history of the Carakasam
. hita is frequently useful — and in some cases
even indispensable — in order to judge the genealogical relationship of
different versions of the same text. The fundamental importance of
stemmatics for the editorial process may not, however, distract from the
simple truth that in dealing with large and ancient traditions of Sanskrit
texts the application of this method does not automatically result in the
reconstruction of a historically correct textual version.
–
–
–
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Among the sources of classical Ayurveda written in Sanskrit, the
–
comprehensive compendium entitled Carakasam
. hita figures most prominently.
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–
between about 100 BC and AD 200. The Carakasam
. hita (from here on CS)
is very well-known from a large number of printed editions, the most widely read
of which is presumably the edition published by Ja– davji Trikamji (Bombay 1941).

In 1901, forty years before TRIKAMJI’s edition appeared for the first time,
the German Indologist JULIUS JOLLY published an exposition of Indian medicine
which until today has remained one of the most reliable and comprehensive
outlines of this branch of indigenous Indian science. Jolly made extensive use of
the CS and in a somewhat casual remark he mentioned the bad state of transmission
of the CS and the discrepancy between manuscripts and printed editions.1 Two
years later, his French colleague PALMYR CORDIER remarked on the superiority of
the Kashmiri recension as compared with the printed text of the vulgate.2
Unfortunately, these observations did not result in their natural consequence, i.e.,
an endeavour to prepare a critical edition of this work based on a large variety
of manuscripts, presumably because of the enormous difficulties that a project
aiming at a critical edi-tion at that time would have had to cope with. At the
beginning of the 20th century it was almost impossible for an individual scholar to
achieve an edition based on a large variety of witnesses from different parts of the
Indian subcontinent. In our time travel in South Asia has become easier and we
are in the fortunate position to transform technical progress concerning the
reproduction of manuscript materials and processing of large amounts of complex
data into a deeper knowledge of the textual history of Sanskrit works. It was this
improvement of the technical means available that made it possible, only one
hundred years after the publication of the German original of JOLLY’s “Indian
Medicine”,3 for a series of research projects in Vienna, Austria, to be initiated that
aim at a critical edition along with an annotated English translation of the CS’s
third book, the Vima– nastha– na.
In the course of these projects, which have been generously funded by the
Austrian science fund FWF, images of fifty three manuscripts were collected from
libraries in India, Europe and Nepal.4 All of these manuscripts originate from the
northern part of India, with the only exception of a quite modern paper manuscript
from Mysore (siglum Mk). Unfortunately, we have not yet been able to trace a
single handwritten textual witness containing the CS’s Vima– nastha– na in any
manuscript library in South India.
With regard to scripts, the manuscripts fall into four groups: besides the
already mentioned manuscript in Kannad. a script, we have forty three manuscripts
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written in Devana– gari , nine in Bengali script and one single manuscript written in
Sƒa– rada– .
In the first phase of our still ongoing editorial work, the “collation”, all
textual witnesses are compared with the widely known edition of TRIKAMJI, which
we chose as our standard version. In the course of this comparison all differences
in readings between the manuscripts and the text as edited by TRIKAMJI are noted
with the only exception of sandhi-variants, variants of punctuation and variants of
homograph and semi homograph aks. aras.
For the last couple of years, I have been working upon the final section
of the CS Vima– nastha– na, i.e. Vi 8.67-157 in TRIKAMJI’s edition. As a result of the
work done so far, nine out of fifty three manuscripts were found to be direct
copies of other manuscripts available to us.5 One manuscript (Cab) is in fact a
fragment that does not even contain the passage under investigation.
The passage Vima– nastha– na 8.67-157 has approximately 4100 words and
nominal stems in compounds. Since the collation of 52 manuscripts records
ca. 4000 variants, more than 97% of all words and nominal stems in TRIKAMJI’s
edition have at least one variant in one or several manuscripts. Or, to put it
differently, less than three percent of TRIKAMJI’s text are transmitted without a
variant in the manuscripts at our disposal. Admittedly, the majority of variants are
insignificant scribal mistakes that can be corrected easily. Nevertheless, there is a
considerable number of variants that affect the meaning of the text.
How then can we explain is the huge number of variants in the manuscripts?
In copying a not too short passage of text, any scribe will make mistakes and at
some instances may even deliberately change the wording of his exemplar. In this
way, he creates a new textual version which differs from the version of his
exemplar in containing variant readings. This processes of creating new versions
with every new copy has probably kept changing the CS ever since the first copy
of the final redaction by Dr. d. habala was prepared, presumably about 1500 years
ago. When a new version is copied, the scribe reproduces the variants which
were created in the previous copy, and in addition, introduces new variants
himself. The process of copying and recopying produces a hierarchical pattern of
variants, so that some variant readings can be identified as being characteristics
of whole lines of the transmission. Based on their identification, it is possible to
create a genealogical tree, i.e. a “stemma”, of all available and inferable versions
(Fig. 1).6

V5ad

B1d
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The methods I used to create this stemma for the CS Vima– nastha– na are
the subject of a paper I read in 2007 at Freiburg, Germany (MAAS: forthcoming).
Therefore I do not want to go into details here. Very briefly stated, I analyzed different sets of variant readings from the collation with cladistic computer software
and modified the initial results on philological principles. The present stemma is
well established in its general structure, its details, however, are subject to an
ongoing revision.
In the following part of this paper, I would like to demonstrate the benefits
as well as the limits of taking recourse to a stemmatical hypothesis in the editorial
process.
The development of a stemmatical hypothesis is important because usually
no external evidence for the development of a text in time exists. The evidence
derived from the comparison of different versions, thus, is the only source of
information about the textual history of a given work. On a practical level, anyone
concerned with critical editing will try to become familiar with the transmission
history of the text under investigation as closely as possible, since this knowledge
holds crucial clues for answering the often difficult question which version of a text
is original and which version is the result of a transmissional or redactorial change.
Two examples may illustrate the point:
Table 1: CS Vi 8.96, 6
Tried
selected variants7
Crited

.
sa–ndratva– d upacitaparipu– rn. asarva– nga–h.
– . –
– –
21
d
-sarvan gah.] Q Ch ; sarvagatrah. K (-Chd) B3d L2d Mk Q23 Q22 R11
(-B5d Jn1d Jn2d) S Bod; † B5d Jn1d Jn2d Jp3d
sa– ndratva– d upacitaparipu– rn. asarvaga– tra– h.

In Vima– nastha– na 8.96, according to TRIKAMJI’s numeration, we find a
description of patients whose “nature” is said to be predominated by the “humour”
(dos. a) phlegm (sƒ les. man). After enumerating the characteristics of phlegm, the
passage continues to establish a correspondence between the essential qualities of
phlegm and certain characteristics of the patient’s body parts. In this context we
read in all manuscripts8: sa–ndratva–d upacitaparipu–rn. asarvaga–tra–h. . “All limbs
[of the patient] are strong and full since [phlegm] is stout”. The manuscripts that
share the inferred witness Q21 as their common ancestor, i.e. the Bengali manuscripts
C1b C2b C3b C4b V1b V2b V3b as well as the Kashmir manuscript from Chandigarh
.
Chd, read sarva–n ga–h. instead of sarvaga–tra–h. at the end of the sentence. An
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editor without knowledge of the transmission would have severe difficulties to
decide, which of these two different readings is the original one, since they are
synonyms. With a well-founded hypothesis on the transmission, however, the
decision is easily made in favour of sarvaga–tra–h. . The original was replaced by
.
sarva–n ga–h. when manuscript Q21 was copied, and an identical change happened
in the course of the preparation of Chd or one of its immediate exemplars.
A stemmatical hypothesis is not only useful when decisions in favour of
one out of two synonyms (or words with similar meanings) are concerned. It also
allows to decide the frequently difficult question, whether a passage that is missing
in one or several witnesses was part of the oldest reconstructable text.
An instructive example for this is to be found at the end of Vima– nastha– na
8.87. This passage explains the topic karan. a (“instrument”) as the second out of
ten topical complexes (prakaran. a) that a physician has to examine in order to
treat a patient successfully. Among the discussed “instruments”, medical substances
(bhes. aja) are said to be in need of an examination with regard to their original
qualities (gun. a), their potency (prabha–va), place (desƒ a) and season (r. tu) of
origin, and with respect to a number of additional points, the list of which ends
with the effectiveness to eliminate or to calm down the dos. as. Immediately after
a concluding remark, which states that besides the medical substance under
investigation there are different others which could serve as an alternative, all
manuscripts stemming from the inferred witness S, as well as Ap2d Bod L1d T3d
V5ad V5bd read the following nine anus. .t ubh-stanzas, introduced by bhavanti
ca–tra:9
–

a– nu–pah. pra– yaso yo ’smin desƒah. sam
. pariki rtitah. |
–

–
ajasram
. jayate tatra madhurah. snigdhasƒi talah. ||
–
–
–
ye ’mbhah. sami pe desƒa– h. syur nityam arka– m
. sƒutapitah. |

ja– yate ’mlo rasas tatra snighos. n. o lavan. as tatha– ||
–
–
alpodaka– sƒ ca ye desƒa– nityam. su–rya– m
. sƒutapitah. |

ja– yate pra– yasƒas tatra ru–ks. os. n. ah. kat.uko rasah. ||
asveda– sƒ ca– pi ye desƒa– h. pra– yen. a– nilsavita– h. |
kas. a– yatiktau tebhyo ’pi ja– yete ru–ks. asƒitalau ||
ja– yante’nyes. v api pra– yo vyakta– desƒes. u s. ad. rasa– h. |
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–
–
na tesa– m
. tadr. sƒam
. vi ryam
. sparsƒo vapy upalabhyate ||
–
–
yatha– svayonau ja– ta– na– m
. mahabhutavisƒes. atah. ||

santi hy anurasa– h. hecin madhura– us. n. asam
. matah. ||
–

yatha– goks. urako dr. s. t.ah sva– dur us. n. ah. svavi ryatah. |
–
kapittham amlam uddis. t.am
. tac ca ruks. agun. am
. smr. tam ||
–
ks. a– ras tu lavan. es. v eva sam
. gato ruks. asam
. matah. |
sasneha– h. sars. apa– sƒ ca– pi laks. yante kat.uka– rase ||
–

–
–
–
–
vi sƒa– la– m
. rasatasƒ cahus tiktam us. n. gun. anvitam |
–
–
– –
–
us. n. a– m
. ca trivr. tam ahuh. kas. ayam
. rasatas tatha || iti
In its first four stanzas this passage describes four different regions in
which special varieties of the six tastes (rasa) are generated: The wet region
(a–nu–pa) produces an oily and cool sweet taste, whereas hot regions, close to
water produce sour and salty tastes, which are both said to be oily and hot. Dry
and hot regions, on the other hand, generate a rough and hot pungent taste.
Finally, wet regions “free from sweat” (asveda), i.e. cool wet regions, are said to
produce bitter and astringent tastes, which are regarded as rough and cool.
Stanza 5 and 6ab state that these six tastes are also produced in other regions,
but without the mentioned tangible qua-lities (sparsƒa) and characteristic efficiency
–
(vi rya). The concluding stanzas, i.e. stanzas 6cd-9, deal with secondary tastes
(anurasa) in a number of medical plants, which deviate in their tangible qualities
–
(sparsƒa) and characteristic efficiency (vi rya) from the outline given in the first
four stanzas.

The metrical passage is thematically just faintly connected with the preceding
prose passage, because although it does deal with the already mentioned topics
of the origin of medical substances and with their qualities as well as with their
potencies, it does not refer to the topics “season of origin”, “mode of collection”,
“preparation” etc. In terms of style, moreover, it does not fit in with the remaining
discussion of the ten topical complexes, which is exclusively in prose. Therefore,
even without knowledge of the history of the Vima– nastha– na’s transmission, one
would suspect these nine stanzas to be of secondary origin. This suspicion can be
turned — as far as possible — into certainty. Given the fact that all manuscripts
stemming from the inferred witness S transmit the stanzas, one can conclude that
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these verses were inserted into the CS when S was copied. The fact that Ap2d
Bod L1d T3d V5bd V5ad also transmit this metrical passage, must accordingly be
explained as the result of horizontal transmission, i.e. contamination.
A stemmatical hypothesis is almost indispensable for the reconstruction of
an archetypal text version when considerations concerning sense, style, and the
possible course of the transmission which lead to the extant variant readings10 fail
to provide a decisive clue in favour of the one or other reading. This situation
occurs quite frequently within Caraka’s lists of medical substances.
Table 2: CS Vi 8.135, 6f
Tried
selectedvariants 11

Crited

–

-citrakasomavalkasƒata–vari –
-citraka-] L2d Q R S B3d; tp. K Mk (cf. note on sƒata–vari) -somavalka] L2d Mk Q R S B3d J3d; somavalkaka K (-J3d Chd); somavalkala
–
Chd; sƒata–vari -] Q11 (-Ap2d P3d) B3d T2d (pc.); citraka K Mk; om. L2d
12
Q R S (ac. T2d) Ap2d P3d
-somavalkacitraka-

Within a list of materia medica to be used for the preparation of emetics
(vamana) in CS Vima– nastha– na 8.135, TRIKAMJI’s edition lists the three substances
–
citraka, somavalka and sƒata–vari . When judging the variants of the manuscript
with recourse to the stemmatical hypothesis it becomes quite obvious that TRIKAMJI’s
version differs considerably from the version of the oldest reconstructable witness,
i.e. the archetype A. All manuscripts belonging to the Kashmir group as well as
Mk read the two substances citraka and somavalka in inversed sequence as
citrakaso-mavalka. Since all Kashmiri manuscripts on the one hand and Mk on
the other hand go back to two different hyparchetypes, i.e. K and E respectively,
it is highly probable that is was exactly this reading that was also part of the oldest
reconstructable witness A.
Moreover, all manuscripts belonging to the Kashmir group (i.e. all
manuscripts sharing the hyparchetype K as their common ancestor) read
somavalkaka or somavalkala instead of somavalka. Although the stemmatical
hypothesis fails to provide any clue whether or not one of these readings was
transmitted to K from the archetype A12, or whether either somavalkaka or
somavalkala became part of the Kashmiri version only when K was copied, it
is quite save to regard somavalka as the more original reading, simply because
neither somavalkaka nor somavalkala is attested as a medical substance in the
dictionaries MW, pw and Apte.
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Finally, sƒata–vari is exclusively attested by manuscripts that share the
common ancestor Q11, either directly or as a source of contamination. It is
therefore highly probable that it was the scribe of this very witness, who introduced
–
sƒata–vari into the list of emetic substances in CS Vi 8.135.
–

The stemmatical hypothesis is not only important to establish the correct
wording of a text, it may also play an important role to detect instances, in which
already the oldest reconstructable version did not contain the historically correct
wording.
A fine example can again be found in Vi 8.87, in the passage mentioned
above that deals with the examination of medical substances.
Table 3: CS Vi 8.87, 14f.
Tried

selected
variants 2
Crited

–
idam evam
tyaivam
desƒe ja–tam asminn
. prakr
. gun. am evam
. prabhavam asmin
– .
–
–
–
–
.rtav evam
. grhitam evam
. nihitam evamupaskr. tam– anaya ca matraya yuktam
asmin vya– dha– v evam
vidhasya
purus
asyaiva
ta
vantam
dos
am
apakars
.
.
.
.
. aty
upas. amayati va– .
vya–dha–v] L2d Q R; ?tâv K (-C6d J3d) S12 B3d Jn3d; r. ta–m S11 (-B2d Jn3d) C6d;
dha–.au C5b; vya–dha–v asmin r. tau J3d; roge Mk; † B2d purus.asyaiva ta–vantam
.]
purus. asyaitavanta Σ
–
idam evam
tyaivam
desƒe ja–tam asminn
. prakr
. gun. am evam
. prabhavam asmin
– .
–
–
anaya ca ma–traya– yuktam
. gr. hitam evam
. nihitam evamupaskr. tam
.rtav evam
–
asmin vya– dha–v evam
vidhasya
purus
asyatita
vantam
.
.
. dos. am.

This [medical substance] has these qualities since it has such an origin, it
has this potency, it is grown in this region and in this season, it has thus
been plugged, it has thus been stored, it has thus been prepared, it is
suitable in this dose, in case of this disease, it diminishes or pacifies a
“humour” (dos. a) being of this extent.

The version edited by TRIKAMJI differs from the text of all manuscripts in
–
having purus. asyaiva ta–vantam
. dos. am instead of purus. asyaita vantam
. dos. am.
The latter reading is clearly preferable, since the context requires the deictic
pronoun eta–vat and not the anaphoric ta–vat; moreover, the emphatic particle
eva right behind purus. asya is quite dispensable.
More interesting than these stylistic variants which only slightly affect the
meaning of the sentence under investigation, is, however, the reading asmin
vya–dhau. Since this reading is almost exclusively attested by manuscripts that
have either of the two inferred witnesses Q and R as their common ancestor14,
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it seems not to have been the reading of archetype A. In contrast to asmin vya–
dhau, nearly all manuscripts belonging to the Kashmir group share the variant
asminn .rtau “in this season”. The manuscripts belonging to the S-group fall into
two sub-groups. All witnesses going back to the inferred manuscript S12 and also
Jn3d agree in their reading with the Kashmir-group, while the remaining witnesses
of the group S11 read asminn .rta–m. The fact that asminn .rta–v is transmitted
along both main branches of the stemma indicates that presumably it was this
reading that was transmitted in archetype A. The reading asminn .rta–v is, however,
difficult to accept, since the topic “season” is dealt with right at the beginning of
the passage under investigation. It is easy to conceive that the word .rta–v was
miscopied from its occurrence at the beginning of the passage to its present
position when a scribe took a look at the wrong line of text in his exemplar.
Admittedly, the initial passage deals with the medical plant’s season of origin, and
not with the time of the year when the medical plant is actually used. Nevertheless,
would one not expect a passage dealing with the examination of medical plants
to refer to disease as such, and not only to the dos. as as the cause of disease?
This very problem is obviously reflected in the readings transmitted in the
remaining witnesses. Manuscript J3d, a Kashmiri witness strongly contaminated
with a Bengali version — combines the two alternative variants and reads asmin
vya–dha–v asminn .rtau. The manuscript in Kannad.a script from Mysore (Mk)
transmits asmin roge instead of asminn .rta–v. This variant presumably reflects a
second endeavour of a scribe to correct the — in his assessment faulty — reading
–
– –
b
.rta v. Finally, the witness C5 presumably reads dha ta v with an illegible second
consonant. dha–tau could either be a third attempt to emend .rtau or it is an
erroneous reading for vya–dhau.
Taken all our findings into consideration, we must conclude that the original
version of the passage under discussion cannot be reconstructed with any certainty.
asminn .rta–v could be the archetypal reading, but then the investigation of medical
substances in our passage would refer twice to the seasons of the year and it
would not deal with diseases at all. vya–dhau, on the other hand, was not the
version of archetype A. It is presumably a well chosen emendation, similar to the
emendation roge. If this is true, the original version may also have contained a
completely different word, which is altogether lost today.
Although in this case the stemmatical hypothesis does not provide an
argument in favour of one of the variants under discussion, it proves to be helpful,
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since it prevents the uncritical acceptance of asmin vya–dhau as the original
reading.
The next textual passage I am going to discuss is meant to illustrate that
it is by no means sufficient to determine the node of the stemma at which a variant
reading may have occurred for the first time, in order to arrive at the original text.
No reading may be accepted only because it is transmitted by whatever manuscripts
there may be. An editor who follows a stemmatical hypothesis blindly — that is,
without a constant reference to the meaning of the text — is necessarily lead
astray.
The passage occurs within the discussion of the seventh out of the ten
topical complexes (prakaran. a) mentioned above, i.e. place (desƒa), or, to be
more specific, in the context of the second variety of place, viz. the diseased
patient (a–tura). For a successful medical treatment, the patient has to be examined
with regard to a number of specific points, among which the particular disposition
(prakr. ti) of the patient is discussed first. In this discussion appears a list of causal
factors which determine the natural constitution of the body of an embryo. Here
we read in Trikamji’s edition that the “body of an embryo depends … upon the
nature of the patient’s food and lifestyle”.
The “nature of the patient’s food and lifestyle” obviously is not only odd
but clearly a wrong reading. Which “patient” would be capable to determine the
constitution of an embryo by his food and by his lifestyle?
Table 4: CS Vi 8.95, 2-4
Tried

selected
variants 4
Crited

–
–
–
–
–
sƒukrasƒon. itaprakr. tim
. kalagarbhasƒayaprakr
. tim aturaharaviharaprakr. tim
.
–
maha– bhu– tavika–raprakr. tim
ca
garbhas
ƒ
ari
ram
apeks
ate.
.
.
The body of the embryo depends upon the nature of sperm and blood,
upon the nature of time and uterus, upon the nature of the patient’s food
and lifestyle and upon the nature of the modification of the gross elements.
d
d
d
b
ka–lagarbha–sƒayaprakr.tim] ka–lagarbha–sƒayaprakr.tim
. m B1 B3 B5 C3
b
d
d
œ
d
C4 J2 Jn2 P1 P3
–
– –
–
sƒukrasƒon. itaprakr. tim ka– lagarbha– sƒayaprakr. tim
. matur aharaviharaprakr. tim
.
–
–
–
–
mahabhutavikaraprakr. tim
. ca garbhasƒari ram apeks. ate.
The body of the embryo depends upon the nature of sperm and blood,
upon the nature of time and uterus, upon the nature of the mother’s food
and lifestyle and upon the nature of the modification of the gross elements.
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A look at the variants in the manuscripts alone does not immediately help
to solve the problem. Only nine manuscripts — B1d B3d B5d C3b C4b J2d Jn2d
P1ƒs P3d — read ka–lagarbha–sƒayaprakr. tim
. m seemingly with two final nasal
sounds, one anusva–ra plus one labial nasal m. At first sight, this seems to be just
a trivial scribal error, i.e. an erroneous doubling of the word final. Taking into
regard to the stemmatical hypothesis one could find support for this assessment:
None of the manuscripts that seem to read a double final nasal is particularly
trustworthy, neither do these manuscripts form a solid genealogical group. From
a purely stemmatical point of view, the double nasal would have to be judged as
a case of parallelism, i.e. the independent occurrence of an identical error in
different parts of the transmission. Cakrapa– n. idatta’s comment on this passage
shows, however, that this assessment is simply wrong. His gloss matur
a–haraviha–rau “food and life style of the mother” (Tried p. 277a, l. 19) provides
the decisive clue. The four mentioned manuscripts do not at all read an superfluous
anusva–ra; on the contrary, they are the only witnesses that have the original
reading ma–tur a–ha–raviha–raprakr. tim
. “food and lifestyle of the mother” instead
of a–tura–ha–raviha–raprakr. tim
“food
and lifestyle of the patient”, presumably
.
because the scribes of each of them independently from the others, correctly
inserted an anusva–ra that was lost in their respective exemplars.
I have selected the variant readings discussed so far in order to illustrate
on the one hand, the usefulness — and in fact the indispensability — of the
application of a stemmatical hypothesis within the editorial process, and on the
other hand to hint at the perils of blind trust in its results. In the real, existing
editorial process, any editor is, however, frequently confronted with cases of
textual variation that escape any stemmatical analysis. Due to its very nature, even
the best stemmatical hypothesis cannot provide a clue to decide, which out of two
hyparchetypal readings derived from the archetype. Moreover, no stemmatical
hypothesis helps to reconstruct an original reading if the archetypal reading is
found to be of secondary origin. And finally, numerous cases are to be met with,
in which parallelism and contamination blur the picture of the transmission to such
an extend that it is simply impossible to establish when and where which variant
entered the transmission. In these cases, however, the editor is not left without
help. A constant reference to the meaning of the passage under discussion,
considerations of the author’s (or: the authors’) style, reference to parallel passages
–
in the CS, in other works of Ayurveda and in Sanskrit literature in general, are the
most important means for the judgement of variant readings16. Needles to say that
their application also calls for care and caution.
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These limitations, do not, however, affect the value of the stemmatical
method as such. The gain of security in the judgement of many variant readings
on the basis of a well founded stemmatical hypothesis clearly justifies the enormous
amount of time and energy that has to be invested in order to thoroughly collate
a great number of manuscripts and to investigate their genealogical relationship.

APPENDIX I
A FULL COLLATION OF CITED PASSAGES1
CS Vi 8.87, 14f.

Critical Apparatus for variant readings:
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Interpolated Passage after 8.87, 19 in S Ap2d Bod L1d T1d(2pc.) T3d
Va5b V5bb

Critical Apparatus for Variant Reading:

–
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Critical Apparatus:

Critical Apparatus:

177

178

Critical Apparatus:

Critical Apparatus:
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–
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Critical Apparatus:

Critical Apparatus:

Critical Apparatus:
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180
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Critical Apparatus:

CS Vi 8.95, 2-4

Critical Apparatus:

–
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CS Vi 8.96, 6
Critical Apparatus:

CS Vi 8.135, 6f.
Critical Apparatus:

SIGLA

OF

MANUSCRIPTS19

Scripts: b Bengali d Devana– gari k Kannad. a sƒ Sƒ a– rada–
–

Σ
Ad
Abd
Ap1d
Ap2d

all manuscripts, except the one(s) mentioned
Alwar, RORI 2498
Ahmedabad, B.J. Institute of Learning and Research 758
Alipur, Bhogilal Leherchand Institute of Indology 5283
Alipur, Bhogilal Leherchand Institute of Indology 5527

181

182
B1d
B2d
B3d
B4d
B5d
B6d
Ba1d
Ba2d
Bod
C1b
C2b
C3b
C4b
C5b
C6d
Cab
Chd
Ib1d
Ib2d
Ib3d
J1d
J2d
J3d
Jn1d
Jn2d
Jn3d
Jp1d
Jp2d
Jp3d
Kd
Kmd
L1d
L2d
L3d
Mk
P1sƒ
P2d
P3d
P4d
T1d
T2d
T3d
Ud
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Bikaner, RORI 1566
Bikaner, Anup Sanskrit Lib. 3985
Bikaner, Anup Sanskrit Lib. 3986
Bikaner, Anup Sanskrit Lib. 3995
Bikaner, Anup Sanskrit Lib. 3996
Bikaner, Anup Sanskrit Lib. 3997
Baroda, Oriental Institute (OI) 12489
Baroda, OI 25034
Bombay, Asiatic Society 172
Calcutta, National Lib. RDS 101
Calcutta, Lib. of Calcutta, Sanskrit College 23
Calcutta, Lib. of Calcutta, Sanskrit College 24
Calcutta, Asiatic Society G 4474/3
Calcutta, Asiatic Society G 2503/1
Calcutta, Asiatic Society G 4391
Cambridge, Trinity College Lib. R 15.85
Chandigarh, Lal Chand Research Library 2315
Ilâhâbad, G. Jha Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha 25398
Ilâhâbad, G. Jha Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha 8783/87
Ilâhâbad, G. Jha Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha 37089
Jammu, Raghunath Temple Lib. 3266
Jammu, Raghunath Temple Lib. 3209
Jammu, Raghunath Temple Lib. 3330
Jamnagar, Gujarat Ayurved University Lib. GAS 103
Jamnagar, Gujarat Ayurved University Lib. GAS 118
Jamnagar, Gujarat Ayurved University Lib. GAS 96/2
Jaipur, Maharaja Sawai Man Singh II (MSMS) Museum 2068
Jaipur, MSMS Museum 2069
Jaipur, MSMS Museum 2561
Kom a, Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute (RORI) 1563
Kathmandu, N-GMPP E-40553
London, India Office Lib. (IOL) Skt. ms. 335
London, IOL Skt. ms. 881
London, IOL Skt. ms. 1445b
Mysore, Oriental Research Institute 902
Pune, Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute (BORI) 555 of 1875-76
Pune, BORI 534 of 1892[sic?]-95
Pune, BORI 925 of 1891-95
Pune, Ânandâúrama 1546
Tübingen, Universitäts Bibliothek (UB) I.458
Tübingen, UB I.459
Tübingen, UB I.460 + I.474
Udaipur, RORI 1474

–
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V1b
V2b
V3b
V4d
V5ad
V5bd

Varanasi, Sarasvati Bhavan 44842
Varanasi, Sarasvati Bhavan 108824
Varanasi, Sarasvati Bhavan 108685
Varanasi, Benares Hindu University C3688
Varanasi, Sarasvati Bhavan 44870
Varanasi, Sarasvati Bhavan 44870

..
.
–

*
[xy]
<xy*>
<xy*>2
ab
†
ac.
om.
pc.
2
pc.
rp.
tp.
vl.
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Signs and Abbreviatons in Collated and Edited Passages
Illegible aks. ara
part of an illegible aks. ara
missing aks. ara indicated by the scribe
ha–lantacihna
text in square brackets was deleted in the manuscript
text in angle brackets was added in the margin of the manuscript or elsewhere
text added by a second scribe
wavy underlining indicates that the reconstructed text is uncertain. Possible
alternative readings are underlined in the apparatus.
Witness/ess does/do not transmit the variant under discussion due to a lacuna
(ante correctionem) before a correction was applied
omitted
(post correctionem) after a correction was applied
after a correction was applied by a second scribe
repetition. Text was miscopied a second time
transposed. Texts is omitted here, but occurs at a different position
variant reading within a repeated passage

NOTES AND REFERENCES
1.
2.

JOLLY 1901, p. 11.
Cf. CORDIER 1903, p. 329. Cordier’s source was the Sƒa– rada– manuscript of the CS
preserved at the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Pune (P1œ). I am indebted to
Professor Karin Preisendanz for drawing my attention to CORDIER’s publication.

3.

JOLLY 1951.

4.

Cf. the list of “Sigla of Manuscripts” on p. 19.

5.

Cf. the “Hypothetical Stemma of the CS Vima– nastha– na” on p. 4.

6.

The invention of the classical method of textual criticism is frequently ascribed to the
German Classicist KARL LACHMANN (1793-1851). TIMPANARO (2005) clearly shows, however,
that the set of rules called Lachmann’s method was neither invented nor actually
applied by KARL LACHMANN. The theoretical principles of textual criticism have been
formulated by PAUL MAAS (1958), WEST (1973) and others.

7.

For all variant readings, cf. Appendix, p. 20.
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8.

Manuscripts B5d Jn1d Jn2d Jp3d do not transmit the passage under discussion, due
to lacunae.

9.

For variant readings, cf. Appendix, p. 15f.

10.

Cf. WEST 1973, p. 48.

11.

For variant readings, cf. Appendix, p. 20.

12.

According to Paul Maas (1958, § 19, p. 18), the occurrence of an error in one out of
two hyp-archetypes justifies the conclusion that the archetype read the correct reading.
This is not correct, since MAAS’ conclusion does not take into consideration that the
seemingly original reading could be the result of an emendation.

13.

For variant readings, cf. Appendix, p. 14f.

14.

With all likelihood, L2d shares the reading vya–dha–v with Q and R because it was
contaminated.

15.

For variant readings, cf. Appendix, p. 19.

16.

These means may also be used in order to test the reliability of a hypothetical stemma.

17.

The main text of the collation is cited from the text in TRIKAMJI’s edition. The variant
readings of the manuscripts are recorded in the apparatus, which is organized with
lemmata printed in bold type. These lemmata cite the main text. Numbers in bold type
refer to line numbers of the main text in prose passages. In metrical passages, the bold
letters a, b, c and d are used to indicate pa–das. If lemmata refer to text occurring more
than once in the same line of the main text, the lemmata are numbered consecutively.
Next, all textual witnesses in support of the main text are listed (for sigla, cf. the “Sigla
of Manuscripts”, on. p. 21). A semicolon separates the list of witnesses from the first
variant, which in turn is followed by the sigla of witnesses that share this reading etc.
Witnesses that do not transmit the variant under discussion due to a lacuna are listed
at the end of each entry with a preceding dagger. For additional signs and abbreviation,
cf. p. 22.

18.

Stanzas are not numbered in the manuscripts.
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